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Objective
Visuo-constructive functions are one important cognitive domain for the diagnosis and early detection of
the dementias. Using the Vienna Visuo-constructional Test 3.0 Screening (VVT 3.0 Screening), we assessed
visuo-constructive performance in subjective cognitive decline (SCD), mild cognitive impairment (MCI),
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), and healthy control (HC) groups to determine whether VVT scores can be used to
distinguish the mentioned diagnostic groups and predict disease progression to more advanced stages.

Patients and Methods
We analyzed the data of 422 patients referred to the Department of Neurology, Medical University of
Vienna, for assessment of neurocognitive status. We also examined 110 of these patients in a follow-up
with regard to stability of performance and disease progression. We compared VVT performance across
diagnostic groups and explored associations with relevant sociodemographic and clinical variables.
Predictive validity was assessed using Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves and Multinomial
Logistic Regression analyses.

Results
We found that most diagnostic groups differed significantly regarding VVT scores. These were shown to
reliably identify cases suffering from visuo-constructive impairment but were not sufficient for
classification into all diagnostic groups. Progression to more advanced disease stages could not be
predicted reliably using VVT scores, possibly because subsamples of progressors were quite small.

Conclusion
In summary, VVT scores are useful indicators for identifying visuo-constructive impairment but are
limited by factors such as similar disease manifestations when used to discriminate between several
diagnostic groups. The same factors complicate the use of VVT scores for predicting disease
progression to more advanced stages.
Further Information: www.psimistri.com – global psychometric test and intervention systems
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